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What is this document about: 

The purpose of this document is to identify some major flaws in our approach and technics 

in hitting. It also gives some insight as to how to fix these issues. 

Stance: 

I doesn’t matter if players stand with a wide stance, straight up and down, crouched or un-balanced 

as long as it works for them. Here are some simple key points though that I like to see and use. 

1. Start closed, land closed 

 This keeps the player from opening up too early. The hips and front foot will 

automatically open up by itself with momentum from the swing. 

 If the pitch is middle or away, it will keep the hitter on the ball to drive it up the 

middle or opposite field easier. 

 The front shoulder works the same as the front foot and will open with momentum 

of your swing. 

 You should land balanced and not be leaning back or falling over the plate 

 

Loading: 

1. I guess the easy way to explain why you should load is to compare it to throwing a 

punch. A boxer can throw a jab which generally doesn’t have much power in it. If he 

loads and draws back his fist to throw that punch, he will generate much more power to 

his target. 

 We want to generate power to the ball and loading gives us the chance to 

generate more power to the point of contact. If we don’t load, we are only 

using 50-70% of our total overall power 

 We should attempt to load slightly back and up with our hands. Slightly back 

is a weight transfer from balanced (50% distributed) to 30% front foot and 
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70% back foot and then to contact which is around 60% front foot and 40% 

back foot. Note that natural swing motion and movement will move your 

swing back to around 30% front foot and 70% back foot to complete your 

swing. Weight shift is the key point in this, big or small is not the major 

factor. 

 As mentioned, your hands should move slightly back and up. This will setup 

your power (as per a punch with power) and up. This will then generate 

power down to the ball to produce better backspin. Note these movements 

are only slight movements and should not be over exaggerated which will 

create a much longer swing. 

 

 

Hands: 

1. It really doesn’t matter where your hands start, as long as you are able to produce backspin 

on the ball. 

 As the image above shows, we want to create backspin to drive the ball further. To 

create backspin, we need to attempt to swing down on the ball. In theory, this is 

ideal, in execution, we tend to fail in achieving this more often than not. 

 An easy way to train this, is to put a ball or cone 10-15 foot in front of you to use as 

a target while either doing front or side toss or live BP. This has 2 benefits, it will 

keep a hitter swinging longer through the contact zone and it will generate a good 

bat path to the ball for backspin. 

 

Hitting Plan: 

1. Our plan should start from the 1st time you see a pitcher warming up to the on deck circle. 

This way you can see what pitches he throws, how hard and how much break he has. You 

can also see what is and isn’t working for the pitcher. 

 Once in the batter’s box, our approach should be to hit everything from Centre Left 

to Centre Right field. 
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 If we have this approach for every pitch we reduce the problems with being early 

and opening our hips and being late and getting jammed on the pitch. 

 This approach also allows us to stay on the ball longer, in other words, keep the big 

part of the bat (barrel) on the ball longer. 

 Note this plan may change only a little if you have runners on base and need 

to execute a hit and run, infield back with runner on 3rd etc.  

 

Hands: 

1. Your hands need to go to the point of contact just like throwing a punch.  

 Your bottom hand is the initial steering mechanising towards the ball. 

 During the first 3rd of the start of the swing, your top hand needs to start to be 

the dominate factor in your swing. This is the next phase in generating power 

within your swing. 

 At the point you have almost reached full extension of your arms. This is where 

you have the most power in your swing and the barrel of your bat (sweet spot) is 

about to make contact with the ball. This should be the point in which your 

swing starts its natural path upwards. 

 You should attempt to extend your swing through the ball as long as your 

momentum of the swing can take you. This will have the barrel of the bat in the 

contact zone longer to maximize your chance of making better contact with the 

barrel and the ball. 

 Your natural swing path will begin to head upwards which will line up with the 

path of the pitch coming into the zone. 

 Short explanation is, short to the ball, long through the contact zone. 

 

  

Hitting off your back foot or front foot: 

1. This can be a huge problem if not controlled. If you hit off your back foot too much, 

then it creates several flaws in making good contact. So what happens if you hit off 

your back foot? 
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 The 1st action is you drop your back shoulder and your swing angle changes 

from having more chance of getting backspin on the ball. When your bat angle 

changes from swinging through the ball to an uppercut swing, it reduces the 

chance to drive through the pitch location. This reduces the size of the contact 

area and increases the chances of hitting a fly out or ground out. 

 Your hips open too soon which decreases your chances of hitting the pitch 

middle away with power. 

 The back leg collapses and reduces drive through the hitting zone and through 

the ball 

 Your eye level changes from being on a flat level to a 45 degree angle which 

causes a jerking head and eye motion and reduces the time you watch the ball. 

 You end up cutting your swing short and can’t get good extension. 

 

 

Opening your hips early and why it’s a problem: 

1. This may be the biggest hitting problem that hitters have.  

 A “quick hip” is when the front hip opens a fraction of a second early. It is a very 

common hitting problem and a very serious one for many hitters at all levels of 

play.  

 The swing itself should force the hips open. If the hips open a fraction of a 

second too early and only on an inside pitch, can you get away with opening the 

front hip a little bit early 

2. Three Major Problems Occur If You Have A Quick Hip: 

 You will not see the ball well. Your head will go along for the ride with your 

"quick hip" and you will be looking at the ball out of the corners of your eyes 

when the moment of truth arrives and you attempt to actually hit the ball. It is a 

medical fact that you can't see an object as well when looking out of the corners 

of your eyes, in your peripheral vision. Baseball hitting is tough enough when 

you do see the baseball well. 

 Your power will be lost. You will be leaning toward third base if you are a right-

handed hitter or toward first base if you are a left-handed hitter. That is not 

where the baseball hitting is taking place. The baseball hitting is taking place in 

front of you, not to the left or right of you. You are likely to pull and rollover the 

ball 
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 Your plate coverage will be very poor. The only pitch you'll be able to hit with 

any success at all is the inside pitch and low and away pitches will cause many 

baseball hitting problems for you.  

Note: “Hitting off your back foot or front foot” and “Opening your hips early and why it’s a problem" 

often go hand in hand. A simple way to help rectify this problem is to track the ball all the way 

through to the catcher (if not swinging). 

 

It’s hard to argue with a player that is only 182cm (6 feet) and weighs only 95kg (210 pounds) and 

with his consistency hitting for a high average and with power. His swing they say is as close to 

perfect more often than anyone in baseball currently. 

Over 8 ½ years in the MLB, Robinson Cano has a Career average of .307 with 193 HR and 750+ RBI’s  

How can we work on a better swing: 

1. Load back and up 

 This only need to be a slight movement 

 Don’t wrap the bat 

2. From balance stance to a weight transfer to back foot of 70% 

 While transfer your weight, stand tall 

 Don’t drop your hands 

3. Start closed step closed 

 Keep your hips closed as long as you can 

 Land front foot closed 

 Keep your front foot closed as long as possible 

4. Eyes on the ball 

 Your eyes should be looking at release point from the pitcher 

 Follow the path of the ball as long as you can 

 When not swinging, track the ball to the cathcer 

5. Weight transfer 

 From balanced to 70% back foot weight to 60% weight on front foot 

 Stay tall with body and hands through weight transfer 

 The weight transfer will produce better power through the ball 

 Using your legs with weight transfer also has a big part in being able to hit with 

better power 

6. Hands to the ball 

 Bottom hand is direction to the ball, throw the knob of the bat at the ball 
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 Top hand then takes over after direction is established 

 Back shoulder must not drop early in your swing until your natural swing starts 

its natural path upwards just before contact 

 Both hands together through the ball direction 

7. Short to the ball, long through the strike zone 

 The shorter the swing to the ball, the longer it allows you to make adjustments 

on a pitch 

 The longer your bat head goes through the impact zone, the better chance you 

have in making contact in the sweeter part of the bat 

 Just before contact, your hips and front foot will open up automatically; this is a 

normal action in a swing. 

8. Use the big parts of the field 

 Left Centerfield to Right Centerfield is where we should look to hit every pitch 

 With this approach, we have a better chance to hit the inside and outside pitch 

 This will also help keep our hips closed 

 

 

Some very good video links below of Alex Rodriguez and what he works on during a hitting session 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dok_TzrjGyc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_C5-1OvBkTE  
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